
High Season 

Summer time and the living is…in many ways easy.  But it’s New England, so we are busy, making hay 
while the sun shines.  This adage holds true as we see the hay as stored fodder, fuel to burn for our 
inner fire when the season turns again.  As a youth in Southern California I got away with taking the sun 
for granted, even seeing it as something to be avoided. (Teens naturally avoid the glare of too much 
light into that messy adolescent bramble)   But here we learn to rise with the season’s up swell, and we 
learn the importance of drinking in the sun shine and the many possibilities that summer allows.  There 
is an inner imperative to charge our batteries while we can.  (This includes the very real and tangible 
importance of getting the sunlight we need to make Vitamin D, to strengthen bones and balance our 
mood.) 

So, summertime…and I’m already exhausted.  But it’s the good tired of muscles worked and important 
projects tackled.  I referenced last time my efforts to reclaim a property and get it ready for market.  I’m 
continuing on in same path, and that’s pruning, which is my theme today.  We are blessed in this region 
by verdant growth, but every gardener knows that nature really wants our gardens to become a forest 
or a meadow.  Left to their own the forsythia will become a tangled mound, the yews a sprawling mass 
and the rhododendrons a shadowy wall.  Many let them go and then later go to battle with chain saw 
and loppers. Many just let them go. But when we learn the rhythm of the plant we can meet it at the 
right time with a judicious, insightful thinning.  Either way the goal is to allow space into the center, 
remove the dead wood and create possibilities for new growth.   Done too early or too late growth 
might stall; blooms might be lost for a season, or worse. (I could afford to lose a few yews…)  Left to its 
own the plant will find its own shape, but it may not be the shape that shows it best, lets its neighbors 
shine or ultimately keep it healthy and thriving for the long haul.  And of course, there are the 
bittersweet and creeper vines with their own intentions.   

Granted I have my needs for control, but that’s the gardener, the artist shaping and working with what’s 
trying to become, looking for a mutual agreement about what fulfills my aesthetic, the garden’s needs 
and the plant’s nature. It’s a process of sharpening one’s perception, a commitment to keep coming 
back and a willingness to take some risk.  It’s what we all do in crafting our life.  Many have down scaled 
their garden by necessity or prudent choice.  Yet still we attend to the seasonal task of letting go of what 
doesn’t serve, encouraging what pleases and of course allowing the light to reach into the heart of the 
plant.  It can become tedious to do season after season, yet I would suggest that is what life is- a 
commitment to maintain the integrity of each individual element in the system, doing what we can for 
the needs of the rose and the azalea, and learning to tolerate some of what happens by chance. (Sorry. 
Never you pokeberry). Sometimes it’s a little snip here or a long needed overhaul, that is, until someone 
else takes over, or we let the garden go back to forest or field.  It is tiring, but it’s a good tired.  All hail 
summer and our willingness to do the work that needs doing! 


